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Across 

1. Mixed up or not fit? Another run required (3,2,5) 

6. Music master not quite like 12 (4) 

10. Are there strings attached at this stage? (5) 

11. Altogether now: “Nice water by the sound of it” 
(2,7) 

12. Dig up verges of layby – strange(9) 

13. Issue into pictures (5) 

14. Knock back pill if you want a boost (6) 

17. Protective clothing generally (7) 

19. Cockney ditch. Got it! (3) 

20. Charts reflect sailor in his element (7) 

22. Party clobber (6) 

25. Woods where bouncer loses gravity (5) 

26. Unfortunate KO – foul cut (3,2,4) 

29. Make up a brief act (9) 

30 Princess returns to dependency, so to speak (5)  

31. Plant on the phone could be security problem … 
(4) 

32. … for each boyfriend individually (10) 

 

Down 

1. Develop a questionnaire somewhat abstruse (6) 

2. There’s a mess for the musketeers, maybe (5) 

3. In the wild an Italian rite of passage (7) 

4. Open without opening. That’s fishy! (5) 

5. She could be almost any tonnage anyhow (5-4)  

7. Romans, perhaps. It’s enough to make Nero 
pause (9) 

8. Appeal for bread. Everyone here? (4-4) 

9. Figure of consequence without respect at first 
(6) 

15. Bad example of good book. Without its 
beginning you can’t read it (9) 

16. Piece of ancient unwritten epic introduction 
(9) 

18. Play lute fast. Harmonious(8) 

21. I wanted soluble aspirin for this injury (6) 

23. Coarse-sounding Aberdonian maybe is a thug 
(7) 

24. Short agent caught by another (6) 

27. Lock detective away from trouble (5) 

28. Heavenly messenger that is entering a world 
address (5) 
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